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Abstract 
We consider a generalized version of the Steiner problem in graphs, motivated by the wire 
routing phase in physical VLSI design: given a connected, undirected distance graph with required 
classes of vertices and Steiner vertices, find a shortest connected subgraph containing at least 
one vertex of each required class. We show that this problem is NP-hard, even if there are no 
Steiner vertices and the graph is a tree. Moreover, the same complexity result holds if the input 
class Steiner graph additionally is embedded in a unit grid, if each vertex has degree at most 
three, and each class consists of no more than three vertices. For similar restricted versions, 
we prove MAX SNP-hardness and we show that there exists no polynomial-time approximation 
algorithm with a constant bound on the relative error, unless P = NP. We propose two efficient 
heuristics computing different approximate solutions in time 0(/E] + /VI log IV]) and in time 
O(c(lEl + IV1 log (VI)), respectively, where E is the set of edges in the given graph, V is the set 
of vertices, and c is the number of classes. We present some promising implementation results. 
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1. Introduction 
A number of optimization problems in different application areas can be modelled 
by the STEINER TREE problem in graphs: given a connected, undirected distance graph 
with two types of vertices, the required vertices and the Steiner vertices, find a shortest 
connected subgraph that contains all required vertices. This subgraph is called a Steiner 
minimal tree; it need not contain Steiner vertices, but may contain some of them to 
shorten the total length of the tree. Since the STEINER TREE problem is NP-complete for 
arbitrary distance graphs [12], efficient approximation algorithms have been proposed 
(see, e.g. [13, 16,22,27]) 
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Fig. I. Pins on a chip and a minimal Steiner tree for the pins. 
One of the problems that lend themselves to a formulation as Steiner’s problem is the 
wire routing phase in physical VLSI design. Here, after the placement of components 
on a chip, sets of pins on the component boundaries are to be connected within the 
remaining free chip space. For each set of pins sharing the same electrical signal (a 
net), a Steiner minimal tree is sought, with the pins as required vertices, and the vertices 
of a grid-like graph, defined by the positions of pins and component boundaries, as 
Steiner vertices (see, e.g. [26]). An example graph, together with a minimal Steiner 
tree, is shown in Fig. 1. The distance between the vertices is the Manhattan distance 
with obstacles. 
In this paper, we consider a more general problem than Steiner’s, motivated by the 
flexibility of pin positions on component boundaries after the placement phase. Even 
for components with predetermined interior layout (e.g. from a library), each pin can 
take any one out of several given positions, representing the fact that entire components 
placed on a chip can be flipped or rotated by the routing algorithm [21,24]. Fig. 2(a) 
shows the graph of Fig. 1 with the pins in all possible positions, depending on how the 
templates are oriented within the reserved chip space. Note that for square components, 
each pin has up to eight possible positions. For each net, the objective is to find a short- 
est connecting network, where each component may be oriented as needed. That is, if we 
regard the set of all possible pin positions of a component as a class of pins, a Steiner 
minimal tree with one pin of each class is sought. Such a tree is shown in Fig. 2(b). 
In more general terms, this leaves us with Steiner’s problem with required classes of 
vertices: given a connected, undirected distance graph with required classes of vertices 
and Steiner vertices, find a shortest connected subgraph that contains at least one vertex 
of each required class. We call this problem the CLASS STEINER TREE problem. 
In Section 3.1, we first consider the special case where there are no Steiner vertices 
_ the CLASS TREE problem. We prove that the CLASS TREE problem is NP-hard, even if 
the given graph is a tree. This is in sharp contrast with the complexity of the STEINER 
TREE problem without classes: here, any of the two restrictions makes the problem 
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Fig. 2. Possible positions for the pins from Figure I and a minimal class tree. 
simple. The NP-hardness of the CLASS TREE problem or, alternatively, of the STEINER 
TREE problem, implies that the CLASS STEINER TREE problem is NP-hard, too. Hence, we 
look for approximation algorithms for the CLASS TREE problem as well as for the CLASS 
STEINER TREE problem. Unfortunately, there is even no polynomial-time approximation 
algorithm with a constant bound on the relative error (resp. error ratio), unless P=NP. 
We prove this result for similar restricted versions as those given above, namely for 
class graphs which are trees and contain no Steiner vertices. In addition, we prove 
MAX SNP-hardness for these restricted versions. Because of these hardness results we 
are interested in heuristics that produce good approximations in practice. 
We present two efficient heuristics in Section 4. The first algorithm computes a 
minimum spanning tree for all vertices, disregarding their partition into classes, and 
then performs local cleanup operations. It is asymptotically as fast as the underlying 
minimum spanning tree algorithm; with the algorithm proposed in [6], it runs in time 
0(1-E + IV log lvl), w h ere E is the set of edges and V is the set of vertices of the 
given graph. In the second algorithm, we try to achieve a better approximation. Here, a 
sequence of shortest paths between vertices of different classes is computed. We show 
that for a graph with c classes of vertices, the proposed approximate solution can be 
computed in time O(c( ]E] + I VI log 1 VI)) in the worst case. 
Finally, we give some promising implementation results for the presented approxi- 
mation algorithms in Section 5. 
2. Basic notations and definitions 
Let G = (V,E, 1) be an undirected, connected distance graph, where V is the set 
of vertices and E is the set of edges in G. Let 1 be a distance function which maps 
each edge e E E to a non-negative number l(e), the length of edge e. The (total) 
length I(G) of a graph G is defined as the sum of the lengths of all edges in G. To 
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partition the set of vertices V into non-empty sets VI,. . . , V,. and a set S, we use a 
partition Jimction y : V + (0, 1, . . , c}, where p(s) = 0 for any Steiner vertex s E S. 
For ldibc, K={v~VIp(v)=i} is called (required) class i. (G, p) is called a class 
Steiner graph. If S = v), we call (G, p) a &ISS graph. A class tree of (G, p) is a tree 
7’ in G whose vertex set contains at least one vertex for each class i, 1 <i <c. T is a 
minimal class tree, denoted by Tmin, if it is a class tree of minimal length. 
Definition 1 (CLASS STEINER TREE). Given a class Steiner graph (G, i,), find a minimal 
class tree T of (G,p). If the input is restricted to class graphs, the problem is called 
CLASS TREE. 
In case each of the c required classes contains exactly one vertex, the CLASS STEINER 
TREE problem degenerates to the classical STEINER TREE problem in graphs, and a min- 
imal class tree is a Steiner minimal tree. 
A polynomial-time algorithm A that computes for each class (Steiner) graph (G, p) 
a class tree A((G, p)) is called a heuristic. If there is a function h which bounds for 
each (G, p) the relative error by 
then A is called a b-approximation. If b is a constant function, A is called a constant 
error bound polynomiul-time approximation algorithm (apx). A polynomial-time ap- 
proximation scheme (ptas) is an algorithm that computes for each pair ((G, p),~), 
F >O, a class tree where the relative error is bounded from above by E. For each 
constant E, its time complexity is bo-_mded by a polynomial in the length of the input. 
In Section 4, we need in addition the following notations: an input (G,/r) is given 
here by (G, VI ,..., V,,). For VP={u, ,..., ax-}cV and E,={(vi,u,+,)Il~i<k}cE, 
the subgraph GI, = ( VP, EP) is called a path between VI and up, denoted by (VI,. . . , uk), 
of length /(VI ,..., ok)= I(G,). Path (L’,,..., ck) is called a shortest path if it has 
minimum length among all the different paths between z’l and !&. The distance be- 
tween a graph (V’,E’)c(V,E) and a vertex WE V\ V’ is defined by min{/(v,...,w) 1 
v E V’, (v, . . , w) is path between u and w}. 
3. Complexity 
The CLASS STEINER TREE problem is NP-hard in general, because it is a generalization 
of the STEINER TREE problem, one of the classical NP-hard problems [12]. But we can 
transform each class Steiner graph into an ordinary Steiner graph and transform a 
Steiner minimal tree back into a minimal class Steiner tree for the original input (see, 
e.g. [X, p. 1931, or [lo, p. X7]). 
The transformations work as follows: let L - 1 be the total length of the input class 
Steiner graph. Add a new class vertex for each class. Connect each required vertex by 
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a cluss edge of length L to its corresponding class vertex. Let all vertices but the new 
class vertices be Steiner vertices. A Steiner minimal tree for this modified input graph 
can be trivially transformed back into a minimal class Steiner tree for the original 
input: just delete all class vertices and class edges. Both transformations work in linear 
time. Therefore, each algorithm which solves the STEINER TREE problem leads to an 
algorithm which solves the CLASS STEINER TREE problem. 
As to the quality of the solution, a bound on the length of a Steiner minimal tree 
leads to a bound on the length of the corresponding minimal class Steiner tree. Let G 
be a class Steiner graph, G’ the result of the transformation into a Steiner graph, and 
T’ mln a Steiner minimal tree for G’. 7’& contains exactly c class edges of length L, 
where c is the number of classes in G. Deleting these edges leads to a minimal class 
Steiner tree for G. Thus each lower bound h on the length of a Steiner minimal tree for 
G’ leads to a lower bound b - CL on the length of a minimal class Steiner tree for G. 
Lower bounds are especially interesting for branch and bound approaches. Lagrangian 
relaxation techniques available for the STEINER TREE problem (for an overview see, e.g. 
[15]) are also applicable to the CLASS STEINER TREE problem via the reduction given 
above. Direct exploitation of Lagrangian relaxation techniques to the CLASS STEINER 
TREE problem, however, is not in the scope of this paper (see Section 6). 
In the following we show that the CLASS STEINER TREE problem in some sense 
is strictly harder than the STEINER TREE problem. In particular, it stays NP-hard for 
some restrictions on the input where the S-EINER TREE problem is trivially solvable in 
polynomial-time. 
3.1. NP-completeness 
Let us now prove that the CLASS TREE problem is NP-hard (in the strong sense) even 
for class graphs which are trees. To this end, we reduce 3SAT to the decision version 
of the CLASS TREE problem. 
Definition 2 (3SAT, Garey and Johnson [7, p. 461). Given a collection C = {cl, 
~2,. . , c,} of clauses on a finite set l/ = (~1, ~2,. . , urn} of boolean variables such 
that IciJ = 3 for 1 <i <n. Is there a truth assignment for U that satisfies all the clauses 
in C? 
In the decision version of CLASS TREE we have in addition to the class graph a bound 
k, and the question is whether there exists a class tree whose total length does not 
exceed k. 
Theorem 1. The decision version qf‘ CLASS TREE is NP-complete, even if the input 
cluss graphs are restricted to trees. 
Proof. Clearly, the decision version of CLASS TREE is in NP. Now we give the reduc- 
tion as follows (see Fig. 3): for each variable ui, 1 <i<rn, compute a literal class 
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m variables 
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n clauses 
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Fig. 3. Reduction of 3SAT to CLASS TREE 
Vi = {U(Uj), V( iii)} Of t wo literal vertices representing the positive and the negative 
literal. Connect each literal vertex by an edge of length 1 to a common root vertex 
r and let V, = {Y}, where c = m + n + 1. For each clause ci, 1 <i < n, create a clause 
class Vm+i that 
to CLASS TREE are the same. Given a satisfying truth assignment, a class tree can be 
constructed starting with the root vertex r. Connect with r for each true variable u 
the corresponding literal vertex u(u), for each false variable the literal vertex v( Ei). At 
least one literal 1 of each clause ci makes the clause true. Thus, due to our reduction, 
at least one clause vertex Vi(Z) for each clause ci can be connected via its literal vertex 
v(Z) to Y. The resulting tree is a class tree and its total length is m. 
Given a class tree of total length not exceeding k = m, the length restriction guar- 
antees that there is exactly one literal vertex for each literal class in the tree. Thus, a 
satisfying truth assignment can be achieved trivially: for each literal vertex u(u) in the 
class tree set the variable u to true, if u is a positive literal. Set all remaining variables 
to false. 0 
Especially with respect to the physical VLSI layout process a further restriction to 
graphs that lie on a regular two-dimensional grid is of great interest. 
Theorem 2. The decision version of CLASS TREE (resp. CLASS STEINER TREE) is 
NP-complete, even if the input class graphs are restricted to trees which are sub- 
graphs of the unit grid, where the degree of each vertex and the cardinality of each 
class is bounded by 3. 
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Fig. 4. A class graph embedded in the unit grid 
Proof. We use a similar reduction as for Theorem 1. Consider the variant of 3SAT, 
where for each variable u E U there are at most five clauses that contain either u or 
ii; this variant is NP-complete [7, p. 2591. 
The reduction works as follows (see Fig. 4): given a collection C = {ct,q,. . . ,c,} 
of clauses on a finite set U={U~,U~,..., u,} of variables we construct a class graph 
(G, p) and a bound k. For each variable Ui, 1 d i <m, create two straight literal paths 
p(ui) and p( iii) each consisting of ten vertices connected via unit edges. Create also 
for each variable Ui ten literal classes K,j, 1 <j< 10, where K,j consist of the jth 
vertex of p(ui) and the jth vertex of p( iii). Altogether we have 2m literal paths and 
10m literal classes. For each clause ci, 1 <i <n, create a clause class and insert for 
each literal 1 occuring in ci a new clause vertex Vi(Z). Connect Ui( 1) by a unit edge 
to the corresponding literal path p(Z). Make sure that at most every other vertex of 
each literal path is connected to a clause vertex. The ten vertices of each literal path 
will suffice, as there are at most five occurrences of each literal in the clauses. Create 
a root path pr of 6m - 2 vertices, each belonging to a new class. Connect the first 
vertex of each literal path by a unit edge to every third vertex of pr. The resulting 
class tree can be embedded into a unit grid as shown in Fig 4. This tree consists of 
n+ lOm+6m-2 classes. Finally let k=n+ lOm+6m-2- 1. 
We can construct a class graph (which is also a class Steiner graph) of total length 
IZ + 10m + 6m - 2 - 1 from a satisfying truth assignment: Identify the terms “literal 
vertex” with “literal path” and “root” with “root path” and use the arguments in the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
We are given a class tree of total length of at most n + 10m + 6m - 2 - 1. Because 
the number of classes is n + 10m + 6m - 2 and all edge lengths are (at least) 1, it 
follows that for each class exactly one vertex belongs to the class tree. Therefore, for 
any variable u E U, either the complete literal path p(u) or p( ii) may be in the class 
tree, but not parts of both or even both completely. Moreover, for the clause class of 
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each clause ci, the single vertex c,(l) that belongs to the class tree must be connected 
with one vertex of the lists p(l) via the adjacent edge. Clearly, p(I) must belong to 
the class tree completely. It follows that we can assign the variable U, the value true, 
if p(ui) belongs to the class tree, and false otherwise. 0 
Note that the same complexity result holds if an input is a geometrical class graph 
induced by an embedding of a class graph (G, p) in the plane, i.e. a complete graph, 
where the length of each edge is the distance between the corresponding pair of vertices. 
The distances may be given by any Minkowski metric L,, 1 < p < 30. We call this 
version the GEOMETRICAL CLASS TREE (Lp) problem. 
Corollary 1. The decision version of the GEOMETRICAL CLASS TREE (Lp) problem is 
NP-complete, even if the input is restricted to geometrical class graphs which are 
induced from trees which are embedded in an L, unit grid, where the degree of each 
vertex and the cardinality of each class is bounded by 3. 
Proof. The reduction is the same as given in the proof of Theorem 2. But in addition, 
the created class graph is embedded in the Minkowski plane on an underlying unit grid 
and completed by edges of the induced lengths. We make use of the fact that only 
vertical and horizontal edges are of length 1. All other edges are strictly longer. 0 
Note also that the constructed (geometric) class graphs of the previous proofs are 
even minimum spanning trees for their vertex set V. Therefore, the problem is NP-hard 
even for this kind of input class graphs. 
An extensive investigation on the approximation complexity of different versions of 
the CLASS TREE problem is done in [lo]. In the case where the class graph is derived 
from the channel routing phase of the physical VLSI-layout phase, the graph looks like 
a ladder. This version of CLASS STEINER TREE is also NP-complete, but for a reasonable 
additional constraint, a linear algorithm is presented in [ 1 I]. 
Since we cannot expect to find an exact solution of the CLASS TREE or the CLASS 
STEINER TREE problem in a reasonable amount of time, we are interested in approximate 
solutions. But the problem not only is NP-complete, it is also hard to approximate as 
we will see in the next section. 
3.2. MAX SNP-hardness 
In Section 3.1 we discussed that the NP-hardness of CLASS STEINER TREE is implied by 
the NP-hardness of Steiner’s problem. Analogously, the CLASS STEINER TREE problem 
is MAX SNP-hard in general, because STEINER TREE was proved to be MAX SNP- 
hard [3]. The approximation complexity class MAX SNP was introduced in [18]. The 
importance of this class was shown in [ 1] where it was proved that to find a polynomial- 
time approximation scheme (ptas) for any MAX SNP-hard problem is as hard as to 
prove P = NP. 
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But we will prove that even CLASS TREE for class graphs that are trees is MAX SNP- 
hard and that there is no constant error polynomial-time approximation algorithm (apx), 
unless P =NP. We start our proof by giving an approximation preserving reduction 
from CLASS TREE to MINIMUM SET COVEK. The results of [14] complete our proof. There 
it was shown that to find an apx for MINIMUM SET COVER is at least as hard as to prove 
P=NP. Obviously, this reduction implies also the NP-completeness result shown in 
Theorem 1. We used an additional reduction from 3SAT because this reduction can be 
modified in a straightforward way to prove Theorem 2 and Corollary 1. It seems to 
be much more complicated to deduce these results by a reduction from MINIMUM SET 
COVER. 
Definition 3 (Minimum Set Cocer). We are given a set C = {Cl,. . . , C,,} of finite sets. 
A subset of C covering /Jr=, C, is called set cow-. Find a set cover of minimum 
cardinality. It is called minimum set couer. 
Theorem 3. There is no ups ,fi)r the CLASS TREE prohkm, unless P = NP, even if the 
input claw graphs are restricted to trees with edge lengths 1 and 0. 
Proof. Let us now give a constant error bound approximation preserving reduction 
between MINIMUM SET COVER and CLASS S-EINER TREK. We do so by first giving a 
polynomial-time algorithm ,f’ that transforms any input C for MINIMUM SET COVER to a 
class graph ((V, E, I), p). Then we give a polynomial-time algorithm y that transforms 
any class tree T for any f(C) back to a set cover S for C. Then we prove that 
whenever A is an apx for CLASS TREE, then the obvious composition g o A o f is an 
apx for MINIMUM SET COVER. 
We define f as follows: let C = {Cl,. . , C,l} be an input for MINIMUM SET COVER. 
For each C, of C create a set vertex u,, for each element ~1 of each set C, a element 
vertex Uill, and finally a unique root crrtex ro. All these vertices constitute the vertex 
set V. Two required classes are given by {vg} and { 2); 1 1 <i <n}. There is a required 
class V,( = {rji, 1 1 d i dn; vill E V} for each element ,H E lJr_ I C;. Each set vertex ui 
is connected to the root vertex ~(1 by an edge of length 1, and each element vertex 
II,/, is connected by an edge of length 0 to the corresponding set vertex Vi. All these 
edges form the set E. Their lengths define the function 1. Graph G = (V, E, 1) and the 
required vertices define (G,(j) = f(C) (Fig. 5). 
Transformation g is simple: let T be a class tree for (G,p). For each set vertex 
vi t T, 1 <i <II, select the corresponding set Ci. Obviously these sets form a set cover 
S for the original input C of cardinality /Sl = l(T). 
It is easy to check that f’ and q need only polynomial time. It remains to prove 
that any constant error bound for CLASS TREE carries over to a corresponding constant 
error bound for MINIMUM SE.~ COVER. Let C be any input for MINIMUM SET COVER, 
S,,,in a minimum set cover for C, (G, p) = J’(C) where T is a class tree for (G, p), 
and S = g(T). We build a class tree T’ for (G,p) from S,i,: select all set vertices 
corresponding to the sets of S,,,,,,, the adjacent element vertices, the root vertex, and 
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0 vertices of the required class i 
input C = {{u,b,c}, {b,cyd},{a,d}. {b.d,e}} 
Fig. 5. An input C for MINIMUM SET COVER and the image (G,p)=f(C). 
all edges between these vertices. Then ISminI = Z(T’) > I( Tmi”). This implies 
PI < Z(T) . 
ISminI j(Tmin) 
Therefore, each error bound E’ for the relative error Z(T)/Z(T,i,) - 1 of CLASS STEINER 
TREE also bounds the relative error ]Sl/l&i~I - 1 of MINIMUM SET COVER. In other words: 
if there is an apx A for CLASS STEINER TREE, then g o A of is an apx for MINIMUM SET 
COVER. But the existence of such an apx implies that P =NP [14]. 0 
Note that the error bound was not changed by the transformation. Thus, a whole 
ptas can be carried over as described in the previous proof. In addition, the given 
approximation preserving reduction is an L-reduction as defined in [ 181. Therefore, the 
following corollary holds. 
Corollary 2. The CLASS TREE problem is MAX SNP-hard, even if the input class 
graphs are restricted to trees with edge lengths 1 and 0. 
All these approximation complexity results show that there is little hope to find an 
apx, even in very restricted cases. Even an efficient approximation algorithm with an 
error bound O(log c), where c is the number of required classes, does not exist, unless 
the unlikely inclusion NP c DTIME(n “‘s”‘s”) holds. This follows via our reduction from 
the corresponding result for MINIMUM SET COVER given in [2]. By the recent result of 
[5] this lower bound is improved to (1 - E) In c for any a. 
Nevertheless, in the following sections we will present efficient heuristics which turn 
out to compute good solutions in practice. For one of the heuristics an upper worst-case 
error bound of O(c) can be shown. 
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Fig. 6. Two different approximate minimal class trees; the four classes are indicated by q ,O, 0, and A. 
4. Heuristics 
We present two algorithms for computing a class tree, serving as an approximate 
minimal class tree, with different runtime characteristics and different approximations. 
In the first algorithm, we tentatively ignore the fact that vertices occur in classes, and 
compute a minimum spanning tree for the given graph with vertex set V = UC=, Vj. In 
a cleanup phase on the resulting tree, we discard several of the multiple occurrences of 
vertices of the same class. This approach is conceptually simple, makes use of known 
algorithms for minimum spanning trees in graphs, and is very worst-case efficient; 
however, it does not always yield a good solution (see Fig. 6(a)). In the second 
algorithm, we propose to incrementally compute a class tree by repeatedly including 
into the partial tree obtained so far a nearest vertex in another class. This algorithm is 
asymptotically less efficient than the first one, but tends to deliver better solutions (see 
Fig. 6(b)). 
4.1. Minimum spanning tree with cleanup 
The structure of the first algorithm we propose is the following: 
Algorithm 1: Minimum spanning tree with cleanup 
Input: A class graph (G, Vi,. . . , V,), where G = (V,E). 
Output: A class tree T for (G, VI,. . , V,). 
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Method: 
1 Ignoring the partition of V into vertex classes, compute a minimum spanning tree 
T = (VT, ET) for G, according to some known minimum spanning tree algorithm 
for graphs. 
2 Cleanup tree T. 
From Theorem 1 we know that even cleaning up the tree T is NP-hard. Theorem 2 
implies that the fact that T is a minimum spanning tree for all required vertices with 
respect to a larger graph G > T does not help. The idea for a cleanup heuristic is to 
delete a vertex that is not the only vertex of its class in the tree - a redundant vertex 
~ whenever this can be done without disconnecting the tree. Hence, only redundant 
leaves may be deleted. This can be done efficiently in the following way: we store the 
leaves of the minimum spanning tree T in a priority queue Q. The length of the edge 
incident to a leaf serves as the key for storing the leaf in Q. A deletemax operation 
on Q returns the vertex v that is connected via a longest edge e with the remainder 
of T, and deletes v from Q. If v is a redundant leaf, v and e are removed from T. 
Let the other vertex incident to e be v’. If v’ becomes a leaf after removing v and e 
from T, v’ is inserted into Q. The deletion of a vertex with maximum key from Q is 
repeated until Q becomes empty. Then, no more cleanup is possible, since each leaf 
of Z’ is the only vertex of its class in T. 
Theorem 4. Algorithm 1 (minimum spanning tree with cleanup) computes u class tree 
for a given class graph (G, VI,. , V,) w h ere G=(V,E) in time O(lEl + IV]loglV() 
in the worst case. 
Proof. It should be clear that the algorithm computes a class tree. The minimum span- 
ning tree T in Step 1 of the algorithm can be computed with the implementation of 
the minimum spanning tree algorithm of Dijkstra [4] using Fibonacci heaps [6] in time 
O(lEl+ IVIWVI). Th e necessary initializations for the cleanup can be done in time 
0( I VI) by a depth-first search on T. The priority queue Q can be implemented as a 
Fibonacci heap on the lengths of the edges connecting leaves with the remainder of the 
tree. Necessary operations are deletemax, insert, and makeheap that are obtained from 
[6] by changing the heap organization from a min-heap to a max-heap. All bounds 
given in the following for Fibonacci heap operations are in the amortized sense [6]. 
Storing the leaves costs no more than 0( I VI) time, since we easily can maintain for 
each vertex a counter for its degree, and an insert operation in a Fibonacci heap takes 
time 0( 1). The total number of entries ever stored in Q is no more than I V 1, since 
vertices and edges are only removed from T (and never inserted) and therefore will not 
be reinserted into Q, once they have been deleted from Q. Hence, all deletemax oper- 
ations needed for the cleanup together cost at most O(l VI log ) VI) time. The condition 
whether a vertex v is a redundant leaf can be tested in constant time by maintaining 
for each class a counter for its cardinality and for each vertex a pointer to the relevant 
class counter. Since this test is only performed for vertices deleted from Q, we get 
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time 0( 1 VI) altogether for the test. Removing a vertex u and an edge e from T can be 
done time 0( 1 ), when using an adjacency list structure (ADL) for G with an additional 
link between the two occurrences of an edge e = (Vi, Vi) in the edge lists of Ui and vj. 
The test whether a vertex has become a leaf and, if so, its insertion into Q, can also 
be accomplished in constant time. Since the entire cleanup costs only O(l VI log 1 VI) 
time, the runtime of Algorithm 1 is dominated by the time needed for the minimum 
spanning tree computation; hence, it is 0(/E/ + 1 VI log I VI). 0 
Even though the cleanup algorithm operating on minimum spanning trees ignoring 
the partition of vertices into classes is very fast, it need not necessarily be the algo- 
rithm of choice, because the quality of the approximate solution may suffer from the 
straightforward approach. Let us therefore consider an approximation algorithm that is 
aware of classes in all stages of the tree construction. 
4.2. Minimum cluss tree approximution 
Our second algorithm for constructing a minimal class tree approximation repeatedly 
adds to a tentative tree a shortest additional path to a vertex whose class does not 
yet occur in the tree; initially, the tentative tree is just a single vertex. This is in the 
same spirit as several other algorithms for constructing minimum subgraphs, see, e.g. 
[4, 19, 221. We call a vertex whose class is not represented in the tree unmatched; any 
other vertex is called mutched. 
Algorithm 2: Minimal class tree approximation 
Input: A class graph (G, VI,. . . , V,), where G = (V, E). 
Output: A class tree T for (G, VI,. . . , V,). 
Method: 
1 Initialize the tentative tree To to ui, and initialize all necessary variables and 
data structures. 
2 for t:=O to c-2 do 
Find a shortest path P,+i from some vertex of T, to a nearest unmatched vertex 
outside T,, and let T,+I = T, U Pt+l. 
3 Cleanup tree T,_, . (see Algorithm 1). 
The main efficiency bottleneck in constructing minimal subgraphs by adding shortest 
paths or edges is that each time the subgraph has been enlarged, the distances to the 
subgraph from vertices not in the subgraph may have changed. In [22] this problem is 
treated by forgetting about all of these distances and restarting the distance computation 
from the enlarged subgraph. In contrast, when computing minimum spanning trees as 
in [4, 6, 191, only the distances between the last vertex included into the subgraph and 
the vertices adjacent to this vertex are updated. 
As an example, consider the graph of Fig. 6 in Fig. 7(a). Let the starting vertex 
be the vertex with number 15. Algorithm 2 computes the trees Ti- T3 shown in Figs. 
7(b)-(d). The final cleanup deletes vertex 1 from T3. 
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Fig. 7. Construction of a class tree. 
We now give a more formal description of our implementation of Step 2 of Algo- 
rithm 2 (for more details see [20]). 
Step 2 of Algorithm 2 
2. for t:=O to c-2 do 
2.1 add or update path neighbors of Pt in Q 
2.2 loop 
2.2.1 v:= deletemin from Q; 
2.2.2 if v is unmatched then exit loop 
2.2.3 add or update vertex neighbors of v in Q; 
2.3 compute P,+I from v and let T,+l := Tf U PI+l; 
Let us now describe the operations add or update path neighbors and add or update 
vertex neighbors of Algorithm 2 in more detail. 
add or update path neighbors of PI in Q: 
foreach v E Pt do 
add or update vertex neighbors of v in Q. 
add or update vertex neighbors of v in Q: 
foreach (v, v’) E E do 
if (v’ $ Tt) and (v’.key)>v.key + Z(v,v’)) 
v’. key := v. key + Z(v, v’); then 
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v’.pred := v; 
execute insert or decreasekey for v’ in Q. 
Again, we implement the priority queue Q as a Fibonacci heap (F-heap) [6]. In 
contrast to the cleanup of Algorithm 1, we use the F-heap as a min-heap. A decreasekey 
operation, supported in amortized time 0( 1) by F-heaps, decreases the key of an entry 
to the specified smaller value. Note that for the operation decreusekey the position of 
the entry in the heap must be known. As usual, we use an ADL for storing G. With 
each vertex v we store its key v.key, a link to the predecessor v.pred and a reference 
to the occurrence of u in Q. As for Algorithm 1, we use class cardinality and vertex 
counters. To implement the paths and the trees r,, we use unsorted linked lists with 
pointers to the first and last list elements, since we only need to scan all vertices in 
a tree and to form the union of two trees. The path P,+l in Step 2.3 is given by the 
predecessors of v. 
The following theorem shows that Algorithm 2 is an efficient heuristic. 
Theorem 5. Algorithm 2 (minimal class tree approximation) computes a class tree for 
a given class graph (G, Vl, . , V<,) ~~hrre G = (V, E) with c classes in time O(c( IEl 
+ 1 VI log 1 VI)) in the worst case. 
Proof. We will analyze the steps of the algorithm in turn. The operation initiulize costs 
0( 1 VI) time. Steps 2.1-2.3 are performed c - 1 times. Each time, in Step 2.1 the O(l VI) 
vertices of Pt can be found by scanning the linear list for PI in time 0( / VI); at most 
O(lEl) neighboring vertices are put into Q. Since each addition of a vertex neighbor 
(either an insert or a decrease key operation), each test, and the necessary bookkeeping 
can be done in time O(l), Step 2.1 costs at most O(lEl) time. To analyze the loop 
of Step 2.2, note that each vertex may be stored in Q at most once, and during the 
execution of this loop for a fixed t, no vertex is inserted into Q after it has been deleted 
from Q. Hence, the interior of the loop is performed at most IV/ times. Since the size 
of F-heap Q is O(l VI), each deletemin operation can be carried out in O(log 1 VI) 
time. Step 2.2.2 can be carried out in 0( 1) time by using the class cardinality counter. 
Apart from St+ 2.2.3, the loop of Step 2.2 hence costs at most O(] VI log I Vi) time. 
By similar arguments, Step 2.2.3 costs no more than O(lEl) time, summed up over 
the entire loop of Step 2.2. Hence, Step 2.2 within Step 2 costs O(]El + /VI log I VI) 
time. Step 2.3 affects 0( I VI) vertices that can be handled in 0( 1) time per vertex; a 
tree can be updated by inserting an element into a list, or merging two lists in time 
0( 1). Hence, the interior of Step 2 costs no more than O(lEl + [VI log IVl) time. This 
dominates the time 0( I V( log 1 VI) needed in Step 3 for the cleanup of T (see Theorem 
4), including a change in the representation of T from a linked list to an ADL. For 
c - 1 iterations, we get a total runtime of O(c(]El + /VI log IVl)). 0 
We did not yet prove that P,,, g iven by a vertex 11 in Step 2.3 is a shortest path 
between TI and any unmatched vertex. This is essential to get an upper bound for 
the length of the approximate class tree. In [9] it has been proven that the worst-case 
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quality of the solution computed by Algorithm 2 depends on the lengths of the edges. 
But if we run Algorithm 2 not just once but once for each vertex of a certain class 
then it can be proved under the minimality assumption for P,+i that this modified 
algorithm is a (c - 2)-approximation algorithm [9]. The error bound is not constant, 
but a linear function in the number of classes c. Clearly, running Algorithm 2 several 
times increases the runtime, but the runtime is bounded by O(IVlc(]EI + IV] log \Vl)). 
Theorem 6. Whenever the tree T, is enbrged by path Pt+l, v is an unmatched vertex 
closest to TI and Pt+l is a shortest path from T, to v. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by contradiction. Assume a shorter path (wa, WI,. . . , wn) 
of length I(wo, WI,. . , w,) < I(P,+l ) exists, where wo E Tt and w, is an unmatched ver- 
tex with respect to Tl. W.1.o.g. we assume that WI,. . . , w,_ I are matched. Then we can 
prove the following claim I(n) by induction on n: 
Vertex w, will be deleted from Q at least once before v is deleted from 
Q, where w,.key d I(wo, wr , . . . , w,). 
But this means that wn is a matched vertex when v is deleted from Q. For v = w, this 
implies that Pt+l is a shortest path. 
I( 1): Vertex wa is the start vertex or there exists a j, 1 <j< t, where Pj contains 
wg. Thus all neighbors of wg are inserted into Q or their keys are updated immediately 
after the addition of Pj to l’_i, and w~.key<Z(wo,wl)<1(P,+~). 1(l) holds because 
a key cannot increase during the execution of Algorithm 2. 
Z(i) + I(i+ 1): When wi is deleted from Q, its neighbors are inserted into Q or their 
keys are updated. Thus from wi. key d l(wo, WI,. . . , wi) follows w,+i. key d l(wo, ~1,. . . , 
Wi> + ~(Wi~Wi+l)~~(WO~Wl~~ ..T Wi+l ) < 1(P,+l). Again, wi+i .key cannot increase, hence 
Z(i + 1) is true and this completes the proof. •i 
It is easily possible [20] to adapt the two presented algorithms to the CLASS STEINER 
TREE problem. In the first algorithm, we replace the minimum spanning tree computa- 
tion by the fast Steiner minimal tree approximation algorithm of [ 161, and redefine the 
cleanup, such that unnecessary Steiner vertices are deleted as well. Since the runtime 
of the Steiner minimal tree approximation algorithm of [ 161 is the same as the runtime 
of the minimum spanning tree algorithm, and the local cleanup has the same per- 
formance, the Steiner minimal class tree approximation algorithm runs in time O(lE 
+ I VI log I VI). The second algorithm can be used without changes to compute a Steiner 
minimal class tree approximation, and therefore its runtime is O(c( IEl + I VI log I VI)) 
in the worst case. 
5. Implementation results 
To show the performance of our approximation algorithms, we implemented the two 
algorithms presented in Section 4. We already described that Algorithm 2 computes a 
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class tree in a way similar to the one of [22] to compute a Steiner tree. The difference 
is - apart from the classes - that after enlarging the tentative tree r, by a shortest path 
Pt+i we only recompute distances between vertices outside Tt and vertices of Pt+r 
(without the vertex already belonging to T,), whereas in [22] distances to all vertices 
of the enlarged T,+i are recomputed. To make a statement on the efficiency of our 
implementation compared with the complete recomputation, we also implemented the 
variant of Algorithm 2, called Algorithm 2’, where all distances to vertices in T, are 
recomputed. To this end, we just needed to change a few lines in the source code: 
instead of adding path neighbors of the last selected path P,+I, we cleared heap Q and 
added for all vertices v of T,+, the vertex neighbors of v. We cleaned up the resulting 
tree. 
For the implementation, we used the program library LEDA (Library of Efficient 
Data types and Algorithms) [ 171. 
It would have been exciting to run our algorithms on VLSI data to compare our class 
model to non-class models. But conventional benchmark data cannot simply be used 
to test and compare our class approach. Moreover, it is not obvious how to compare 
our approach to non-class approaches. In our situation, real VLSI-data would mean 
placement data plus component libraries containing all possible different layouts of the 
involved components (e.g. rotated and mirrored versions) plus netlists. Typically, more 
than one net has to be considered simultaneously. 
Our algorithms are concerned with a single net at a time. In a sequence of net 
computations, the order of computing nets is very important. For the first net we have 
the full freedom of all component versions. For the second net this freedom is reduced 
because for each component now one pin is fixed. Only component versions which 
have this pin on the same position can be considered for the second net. Clearly, the 
order of nets plays an important role and influences the tree lengths. In an optimization 
of a VLSI layout, we should therefore aim at the simultaneous consideration of all nets 
_ an effort that is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Neverthless, since we want to experimentally evaluate the performance of our al- 
gorithms, we do so with certain randomly generated graphs. We compare Algorithms 
1, 2 und 2’ with respect to their runtime and the lengths of the computed class trees. 
Generating random graphs is a problem of its own [23, p. 5441. Therefore, in line with 
other work that compares Steiner tree algorithms, we generated graphs with different 
numbers of vertices and considered for these numbers of vertices different numbers of 
classes and of edges. We performed tests with graphs with 10, 50, and 250 vertices. 
For each of the three numbers n of vertices we fixed the number of classes c with 
2, log n, fi, n/2, and n, for 250 vertices also with log2 n. The classes were assigned 
to the vertices such that the number of vertices per class was about n/c. The number 
of edges m which in the following will be given in percentage of the number of all 
possible edges was determined by fixing the vertex degree with 4, log n, fi, and n - 1. 
First, we generated complete graphs and then randomly deleted edges such that the 
desired percentage of all edges remained. In one series of tests all remaining edges got 
length 1, in another series of tests the edge lengths were integers, randomly selected 
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Fig. 8. Deviation in percentage from the lower bound of the trees computed by Algorithm 1 for n = 250 
and 8, 16, 50, and 125 classes. 
from [ l,lOO]. For each combination of parameters, we performed a series of 20 tests, 
and then for each of the three algorithms we determined the average length of the 
computed trees and the average CPU time needed. 
5.1. The quality of the solutions 
For graphs with unit edge lengths, certainly c - 1 is a lower bound on the length of 
the optimal solution. Algorithms 2 and 2’ almost always computed the optimal solution, 
i.e. a class tree of length c- 1. In graphs with n = 10, Algorithm 1 also always computed 
a minimum class tree. In graphs with n 3 50 and up to 10 % edges the solution of 
Algorithm 1 was up to 43 % worse than the lower bound. With an increasing number of 
edges the solution came back to the optimal value. The four curves in Fig. 8 show for 
Algorithm 1 the deviation from the lower bound in percentage for 8, 16, 50, and 125 
classes for 250 vertices and increasing number m of edges. From the large deviation 
of Algorithm 1 we conclude that Algorithms 2 and 2’ do better with sparse graphs 
than Algorithm 1. In complete graphs, the algorithms always computed trees of equal 
length. 
5.2. Runtime of the algorithms 
All tests have been performed on SUN SPARC stations SLC with 8MB memory; 
the used CPU time was recorded. The different edge lengths influenced the runtime so 
little that in the following we will consider only graphs with unit edge lengths. 
With increasing number of classes, the runtime of Algorithm 1 decreased slightly 
(since less cleanup was necessary), whereas the runtime of Algorithm 2 increased 
slowly and that of Algorithm 2’ strongly. This is true for all tests; an example with 
n = 50 and vertex degree log n is shown in Fig. 9. Solid lines represent Algorithm 1, 
dashed lines Algorithm 2, and dotted lines Algorithm 2’. 
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Fig. 9. Runtime of the three algorithms for n = 50, m = 10% and increasing c. 
In this figure, also another result valid for all tests is shown: Algorithm 2 outperforms 
Algorithm 2’; for small c, Algorithms 2 and 2’ are much faster than Algorithm 1, 
but with increasing c Algorithm 2’ is outperformed by Algorithm 1 (for n = 250 and 
m = 3% already for c = 16) whereas only for c = n Algorithm 2 becomes slower than 
Algorithm 1. This last result is not surprising, since Algorithm 2 was not tuned for 
computing minimum spanning trees. With increasing number of edges the algorithms 
needed more time; from 2 % to 100 % of edges for all three algorithms the runtime 
increased by almost the same factor, see Fig. 10 for IZ = 250 and c = 16. Here, the factor 
was 10. Of course, the runtime also increased with increasing number of vertices, see 
Fig. 11 for c = n/2 and a vertex degree of 4. 
6. Conclusion 
We have considered the problem of computing a minimal class tree, i.e. computing 
a minimal tree for a graph whose vertex set is partitioned into classes and a set of 
Steiner vertices, where the tree contains at least one vertex of each of the classes. 
We have shown that the problem is NP-hard, even if the given class graph is a 
tree and contains no Steiner vertices. Moreover, we proved that even for this restricted 
class graphs no polynomial-time approximation schemes and no polynomial-time ap- 
proximation algorithms with a constant error bound can be found, unless P = NP. The 
NP-hardness results were also proved for the additional restriction where the class graph 
is embedded in a unit grid and where each class contains at most three vertices and 
no vertex has degree more than three. Nevertheless, we have presented two efficient 
heuristics for the general version, which appear to compute good approximations. 
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Fig. 11. Runtime of the three algorithms for c = n/2, vertex degree 4 and increasing n. 
Also, it could be promising to approach the problem with integer programming 
together with Langrangian relaxation. The success of lagrangian relaxation methods 
depends heavily on the underlying integer programming formulation. Starting with the 
STEINER TREE problem, an integer programming formulation of our generalized problem 
needs additional constraints which model the presence of classes. We feel that several 
different integer programming formulations have to be evaluated with different relaxed 
constraints. We think this could lead to quite interesting results. 
From a VLSI designer’s point of view, in some settings the freedom of choosing 
pin positions during the routing phase is even larger than what we have considered: a 
pin may be located anywhere within specified intervals on a component boundary, or 
a component may be stretched to some extent to bring pins closer together [21]. On 
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the other hand, some graphs representing VLSI designs seem to be structurally simple 
enough to allow for good approximate solutions. 
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